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Critical amplitude ratio of the susceptibility in the random-site two-dimensional Ising model
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~Received 19 February 2001; published 14 December 2001!

We present a different way of probing the universality class of the site-diluted two-dimensional Ising model.
We analyze Monte Carlo data for the magnetic susceptibility, introducing a fitting procedure in the critical
region applicable even for a single sample with quenched disorder. This gives us the possibility to fit simul-
taneously the critical exponent, the critical amplitude, and the sample-dependent pseudocritical temperature.
The critical amplitude ratio of the magnetic susceptibility is seen to be independent of the concentrationq of
the empty sites for all investigated values ofq<0.25. At the same time the average effective exponentge f f is
found to vary with the concentrationq, which may be argued to be due to logarithmic corrections to the power
law of the pure system. These corrections are canceled in the susceptibility amplitude ratio as predicted by
theory. The central charge of the corresponding field theory was computed and compared well with the
theoretical predictions.
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The effect of impurities on the critical behavior is one
the central questions of phase transition phenomena@1,2#.
According to the Harris criterion, weak concentrations
impurities do not affect the critical exponents ifdn.2,
whered is the system dimension, andn is the exponent of
correlation length in the pure system@3#. In the two-
dimensional Ising model~2DIM! one hasdn52. In other
words, the 2DIM is a marginal case, where logarithmic c
rections may become important in the vicinity of the pha
transition, while critical exponents are not changed, as
been found analytically for the specific heat and correlat
length @4# as well as for the magnetic susceptibility@5#. In-
deed, the widely accepted picture is thatweak bonddilution
changes the critical behavior of the correlation length of
pure modelj.1/utu by a logarithmic term into

j.
A11

4

p
g0 ln

1

utu
utu

,

where t5(T2Tc)/T is the reduced temperature, withTc
being the critical temperature andg0 is a coefficient propor-
tional to the strength of disorder~strictly speaking,g0 is the
central charge of theN50 Gross-Neveu model related to th
2DIM, see@4–8#, andg050 for the pure 2DIM!. Similarly,
the critical exponent of the magnetizationM and the mag-
netic susceptibilityx exponents remains the same as for
pure 2DIM, with the critical behavior being modified b
logarithmic factors. This prediction for weak bond disord
was confirmed numerically in a number of papers@2,6,7#.

In the following, we study the universality class of th
site-diluted Ising model. The phase diagram of this mod
contains two crucial points, the pure Ising fixed point at ze
concentration of impurities,q50, and the percolation fixed
point at q5qc50.407 254@9#. The site-diluted 2DIM was
investigated numerically by quite a few authors@10–13# in
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the last few years. The interpretations of the results are ra
controversial. Some of authors claim@10,11# that the critical
exponents, e.g., that of the magnetic susceptibility,g, vary
with the impurity concentrationq, but that the ratio, say,g/n
~wheren is the critical exponent of the correlation lengt!
does not change. Others@12,13# concluded that impurities
lead, for the susceptibility as well as for other quantitie
only to logarithmic corrections as for weak bond dilution.
all cases, the analyses have been performed either abov
or below the critical point,Tc .

The main aim of the present study is to identify the u
versality class by computing the critical amplitude ratio
the magnetic susceptibilityx, thereby comparing data bot
below and aboveTc .

It is well known that the universality class is not on
characterized by its critical exponents but also by the criti
amplitude ratios@14#. For instance, in zero external magne
field the critical behavior of the magnetic susceptibilityx is
given by x.Gt2g in the symmetric phase and byx
.G8 utu2g8 in the ordered phase, withG andG8 being the
critical amplitudes andg and g8 are the critical exponents
G/G8 is the critical amplitude ratio.

Note that the critical amplitude ratio is very often qui
sensitive to the universality class. The basic idea is that if
values of exponents vary from the pure Ising model to
percolation ones as reported in@10,11#, then one could ex-
pect a variation of the critical ratioG/G8 as well. So, we may
expect that the critical ratio will change from the valu
G/G8537.693 65 known for the pure two-dimensional Isin
model @15# to the percolation limit valueG/G8'170 @16#.
Clearly, such a variation of about four times is much easie
check than the variation of the exponents that is reporte
be approximately 10%.

To investigate the critical behavior of the magnetic su
ceptibility and the corresponding amplitude ratio, we carr
out extensive simulations of the 2DIM with site dilution
Numerical calculations of the critical amplitudes of the su
ceptibility are known to be difficult, even for the pure Isin
and Potts models@17–21# due to finite-size effects and ana
©2001 The American Physical Society07-1
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lytical corrections to scaling. For the diluted case, the pr
lem becomes even more delicate because of a lack of q
titative knowledge on the critical temperature and t
possible crossover associated with the randomness ind
logarithmic factors.

The crucial technical idea of the present work is a heu
tic fitting procedure to determine the critical amplitude rat

The paper is organized as follows. First, we will summ
rize the main results. Then, we will describe the fitting p
cedure and demonstrate how it works for the pure mo
Then, specific results will be presented and discussed.

The main results of our study can be summarized as
lows.

~1! New fitting procedure. A sample dependent pseud
ocritical temperatureTc* (q;L,i ) ( i refers to the sample andL
is the linear dimension of the square lattice! follows from
fitting the susceptibility in the high- and low-temperatu

phases close to criticality, tox( t̃).Gt̃2ge f f and x( t̃)

.G8 u t̃u2ge f f8 , respectively.ge f f ,ge f f8 are average effective
critical exponents determined in a range of temperatu
where finite-size effects and corrections to scaling may

neglected;t̃5uT2Tc* (q;L,i )u/T is the sample-dependent re
duced temperature relative toTc* . The fitting condition is the
equality of the effective critical exponentsge f f and ge f f8 ,
which is applicable if the corrections to scaling are not la
in the critical region as is the case for the 2D Ising mode

~2! Universality of the critical amplitude ratio for the
magnetic susceptibility. We estimated the ratioG/G8 by fit-
ting our Monte Carlo data for lattices with linear dimensi
L5256. The ratio seems to remain constant for all conc
trations of impurities we considered, i.e., forq in the interval
@0,0.25#. This behavior may be interpreted as a manifestat
of the universality class of the site-dilute Ising model bei
independent of the degree of dilution. It should be noted t
theory predicts the cancellation of the logarithmic corre
tions @4,17,18# in the ratio of high-temperature and low
temperature susceptibilities and, thus, predicts the unive
ity of critical amplitude ratio, at least for small concentratio
of impurities where Dotsenko-Dotsenko theory@4# are appli-
cable.

~3! Weak- and strong-dilution regions. We found the value
of dilution q* 50.1 up to which the predictions of the wea
dilution theory@4,5,8# works well could be explained as con
centration at which two intrinsic lengths coincide. The first
the average distance between impurities@4# l i}exp(1/g). The
second is the percolation correlation lengthjp}(qc2q)24/3

characterizing the size of the holes formed on the lattice
the diluted sites. For the concentration of diluted sites lar
than q* the theory of weak dilution cannot be applied b
cause the size of the conglomerates of the diluted sites
comes larger than the average distance between the di
sites and the effective interaction between impurities sho
be taken into account.

~4! Variation of the average effective exponentge f f . We
find that the average effective critical exponentge f f varies
with the concentration of impurities, similar to previous o
servations@10–12#. The variation may be attributed to loga
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rithmic corrections, growing linearly with the small conce
tration of dilution up to the concentrationq* 50.1.

~5! Central charge g0 of the N50 Gross-Neveu model.
We extract from numerics its dependence upon the conc
tration of diluted sites and found the values coincide w
with ones predicted by exact expression for the charge
terms of the site-diluted model@8# for the dilution concen-
tration q up to aboutq* 50.1.

I. THE MODEL

Each site of a square lattice is either occupied by an Is
spin, Si561 or not. The fraction of empty sites is denote
by q. The positions of nonoccupied sites were generated
ing the shift-register generator with lags (9689,417) tha
known to be appropriate for selecting randomly lattice si
@22#. At each concentration of empty sitesq, chosen to be
q50, 0.03, 0.07, 0.1, 0.15, 0.18, 0.2, 0.22, and 0.25,
number of realizations~or samples! in the simulations ranged
between 10 and 25.

It seems obvious that the singular part of the magne
susceptibility stems from fluctuations of spins belonging
the percolating cluster of occupied sites@1,23#. Those spins
that are disconnected from the percolation cluster do not c
tribute to the critical behavior. Accordingly, we took int
account only the fluctuations of the spins in the largest cl
ter, thereby reducing the ‘‘noise’’ in the susceptibility due
the small clusters~and reducing the computation time!.

II. THE SIMULATIONS

For each concentration of empty sites, we computed
magnetic susceptibilityx(T,q;L,i ) in the critical region at
about 40 temperatures. The temperatures were chosen i
interval t r,utu,ta where t r is the rounding temperatur
t r.1/L @24#, above which finite-size effects may be n
glected, andta is the reduced temperature, above which c
rections to scaling become important@2#. For the pure Ising
model,ta may be estimated from the exact solution@15#,

kBT x~t!5Gutu2g~11ext1••• !, ~1!

with ex50.077 903 15. The corrections to scaling,ext, be-
come important only at rather large reduced temperatu
say, t.ta'0.13. Presumably, dilution does not affectta
significantly @2#.

In the simulations, we used the one-cluster-flip algorith
@25#, discarding the first 104 clusters for thermal equilibra
tion. Totally, 105 clusters were generated for each samplei,
at given values ofq andT.

III. THE FITTING PROCEDURE

The fitting procedure is based on the assumption that
critical exponent of the magnetic susceptibilityg takes the
same value below and above the critical temperatu
Thence, one may determine the sample-dependent ps
ocritical temperatureTc* (q;L,i ), as described above, wit
the average effective critical exponents,ge f f andge f f8 coin-
7-2
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CRITICAL AMPLITUDE RATIO OF THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 016107
ciding in the interval@t r ,ta#. In this way, we extracted
sample-dependent critical amplitudesG( i ) andG8( i ) as well
as the effective critical exponentge f f( i ).

IV. ASSESSMENT OF THE ACCURACY
OF OUR APPROACH

To check the accuracy of our approach, we studied a
the pure Ising model, where the critical amplitudes a
known exactly.

First, we considered the ratio ofx(t)5^M2&2(^uM u&)2,
as computed in the simulations, to the singular part of
magnetic susceptibility multiplied by the leading correcti
to scaling@i.e., x(t;L)/t2g(11ext), see Eq.~1!#, with the
linear dimensionL of the square lattice ranging from 16 t
256. To reduce finite-size effects, we set in the simulati
^uM u&50 in the symmetric, high-temperature phase,Tc.0.
The results are shown in Fig. 1, where the upper solid
corresponds to the exact value of critical amplitude above
critical point, G50.962 582, and the lower solid line corre
sponds toG850.025 537. Clearly, the critical amplitudes a
approximated closely in the ranget r,utu,ta , especially
for L5256. Note some deviations of the magnetic susce

FIG. 1. The ratios of the computed magnetic susceptibility
vided by the singular part including the leading corrections to s
ing @exactly known Eq.~1!, r 5utu21.75(11ex)# for the pure Ising
model in high-temperature (r 1) and low-temperature (r 2) phases
for system sizesL516 ~open boxes!, 32 ~open circles!, 64 ~open
diamonds!, 128 ~closed boxes!, and 256~closed stars!. See text for
the further details.
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bility from the asymptotically exact value deeply in the o
dered phase, which could be eliminated taking into acco
the background termD0520.104 133 . . . @26#. Actually,
we have checked the sensitivity of the fitting results to
inclusion of this term. One might estimate the accuracy
the numerical value of the critical amplitude ratioG/G8
(537.69 . . . ) extracted from the Monte Carlo data to b
about 5%.

Next, with L5256 and for the different concentrations
dilution q, we consider the ratio of the Monte Carlo data f
the magnetic susceptibilityx/x8, averaged over the variou
samples. The temperature scale has been determined b
ing Tc* (q). Obviously, as shown in Fig. 2, the ratio
~nearly! constant in the range@t r ,ta#. In that temperature
range, one may expect that both finite-size effects and
rections to scalings are negligible. However, crossover te
in the presumed logarithmic corrections are expected to
pend rather sensitively on the degree of dilution,q. However,
if they are of similar nature above and below the critic
point, our approach circumvents this difficulty, as seems
be consistent with the results depicted in that figure. It i
commonly accepted picture@17,18# that the logarithmic cor-
rections should be canceled in the ratio of the hig
temperature and low-temperature susceptibilities. Our res
clearly support such a scenario.

-
l-

FIG. 2. The critical amplitude ratio computed as the ratio
susceptibility data in the ordered and the symmetric pha
x(t)/x(2t) for various concentrations of dilution,q50 ~open
boxes!, 0.03~open circles!, 0.07~open diamonds!, 0.10~open stars!,
0.15 ~closed boxes!, 0.18 ~closed circles!, 0.20 ~closed diamonds!,
and 0.25~closed stars! for the system sizeL5256.
7-3
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TABLE I. Results of the fit to magnetic susceptibility for the lattice sizeL5256.

q G8 G ge f f Tc G/G8

exact 0.02553 0.96258 1.75 2.26918 37.685
0.00 0.0239~8! 0.960~5! 1.757~1! 2.2684~7! 40.21~20!

0.03 0.0237~2! 0.946~8! 1.814~3! 2.1610~2! 39.96~19!

0.07 0.0239~4! 0.96~2! 1.885~6! 2.0146~3! 39.98~38!

0.10 0.0253~9! 1.00~3! 1.93~1! 1.9032~5! 39.65~59!

0.15 0.0326~1! 1.27~3! 1.95~1! 1.7098~4! 39.12~55!

0.18 0.037~2! 1.42~6! 1.99~2! 1.5905~7! 38.92~85!

0.20 0.043~1! 1.70~5! 1.97~1! 1.5103~4! 39.98~58!

0.22 0.052~3! 1.99~8! 1.96~2! 1.426~1! 39.1~1.4!
0.25 0.066~4! 2.57~9! 1.97~2! 1.298~1! 40.7~1.9!
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V. SPECIFIC RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our results on the critical amplitude ratio and the pse
ocritical temperature, averaging over the sample-depen
results, forL5256 and various concentrations of dilutio
are presented in Table I with 1s error bars in parenthese
One may emphasize that the pseudocritical temperature c
puted by us differs from the values of the ‘‘true’’ critica
temperature reported by other authors@10,11# ~usually based
on finite-size analyses! by less thanO(1/L), reassuring us of
the correctness of our approach. It is remarkable, that
ratio of critical amplitudes remains constant within the er
bars, while the critical amplitudes by themselves grow
almost a factor of 3, when varying the dilution fromq50 to
0.25. We limit our simulations at concentrationq50.25 be-
cause larger dilutions need larger system sizes in orde
have a reasonably wide critical region. Unfortunately, sim
lations of larger sizes is out of computation power at
moment. The~small! deviation of the critical amplitude ratio
in the pure case from the exact value could be reduced
including in the fit the background termD0. The fit in the
reduced pseudocritical temperature window 0.015, t̃,0.2
givesD0520.07(2) and ratioG/G8538.7(4) deviates only
by 2s from the exact value.

Figure 3 shows the dilution-dependent critical amplitud
G and G8, given in Table I, as well as the values obtain
from the fit to the magnetic susceptibility averaged first o
samples. The nice agreement of the results shows tha
order of the averaging plays no role. The statistical errors
slightly lower in the former case, as already mentioned
Wiseman and Domany@27#.

The effective exponentge f f is also given in Table I. Ob-
viously, starting in the pure case,ge f f first increases quite
rapidly with dilution, but changes only mildly at stronge
dilution, q'0.2. The initial variation ofge f f , at weak dilu-
tion, may be explained quantitatively. Analytically, the ma
netic susceptibility has been calculated@8,28# to have the
form

x~t!5Gutu27/4~110.07790315t!~12g lnutu!7/8, ~2!

with the coefficientg given @29# by
01610
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p

8

~11A2/p!2

q

12q
'4.843

q

12q
. ~3!

In Fig. 4, the coefficientg, from Eq. ~3!, is plotted together
with the fit of the magnetic susceptibility data, below a
above the critical point, to Eq.~2!. The results are expecte

FIG. 3. The critical amplitudesG ~closed boxes! andG8 ~closed
circles! of the magnetic susceptibility as function of the concent
tion of empty sitesq. Open signs denote results of the fit to th
magnetic susceptibility first averaged over samples. Horizontal li
refer to the exact values for the pure Ising model.
7-4
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CRITICAL AMPLITUDE RATIO OF THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 016107
to agree for weak dilution; indeed, the agreement holds u
q50.1. Otherwise, pronounced deviations set in for stron
dilution. In fact, Fig. 4 demonstrates two facts. On one ha
it is a check of the recent analytic, supposedly exact resul
Plechko on the coefficientg. On the other hand, it is consis
tent with Eq.~2!, which, in turn, readily explains the varia
tion of the average effective exponentge f f , computed in the
interval @t r ,ta#, with dilution ~see also Ref.@6#!. Taking the
logarithmic derivative of Eq.~2! and properly choosing the
temperature interval for the averaging@30# of the lnt term,
one can get a linear dependence of the effective expo
ge f f}7/4(11aq) with a coefficienta of the order of unity.
This coincides quite well with the values ofge f f in the table
for q,q* '0.1.

FIG. 4. The coefficientg54pg0 as a function of the impurity
concentration. The solid line denotes the analytic result of Ref.@8#.
Circles ~stars! correspond to fits of Monte Carlo data for the su
ceptibility in the low- ~high-! temperature phase.
-
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It seems that this valueq* '0.1 could be explained a
follows. There are two lengths for the diluted model in a
dition to the two length scales one has in the Ising mod
namely, the correlation lengthj}1/t and the system sizeL.
The first lengthl i}exp(21/g) is defined@4# by the value at
which the termg lnutu in Eq. ~2! becomes of the order o
unity. The next length is the percolation correlation leng
@23# jp}(qc2q)24/3. One could check that these two lengh
coincide forq'0.1. Physically this means that forq.q* the
disorder is no weaker than assumed in the theories m
tioned above.

The critical amplitudes are practically the same for t
weak dilutionq,q* . Also the effective exponents are vis
ibly modified in this region by logarithmic corrections. The
start to grow in the region of the ‘‘strong’’ dilutionq* ,q
,qc and their ratio seems to remain unchanged. Proba
one could expect to see a crossover regime from Ising
percolation universality class in the very vicinity of the pe
colation point.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Of course, reliable Monte Carlo data on even larger s
tem sizes may still be desirable in order to check the univ
sality of the ratio of critical amplitudes for the magnetic su
ceptibility, as suggested by our study. One should also try
analyze systems with even stronger dilution, i.e., closer
the percolation limit@23#. Nevertheless, our data already pr
vide evidence that the two-dimensional Ising model with s
dilution is described by the same critical exponent~modulo
logarithmic corrections! and the same critical amplitude rati
of the magnetic susceptibility as the pure Ising model, in
range of dilutions investigated. The critical amplitude ra
G/G8 is always quite close to the pure Ising value 37.69 a
far away from the percolation value 160–200~which is
known from simulations@16,18#!. The small apparent varia
tion of the average effective exponent with the degree
dilution may be explained as being due to logarithmic c
rections.
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